
 

SCANGRIP NOVA 2
CONNECT Handheld and
powerful 2000 lumen
floodlight
Brand:Scangrip
Code: C9621

$176.82 +GST $203.34 incl. GST

Description

2000 LUMEN COMPACT FLOODLIGHT

NOVA 2 CONNECT is a powerful compact all-round work light designed for the professional user.

The floodlight features the latest high-performance COB LED technology and provides up to 2000 lumen. The light dimmer
function makes it possible to adjust the light into five different steps according to the work task.

As a unique feature, NOVA 2 CONNECT is compatible with METABO / CAS battery system 18 V and all other 18 V/20 V
batteries from leading power tool brands such as Milwaukee tools, Dewalt tools, Makita tools etc. by using the SCANGRIP
CONNECTOR. In addition, the SCANGRIP POWER SUPPLY can be used for direct power providing unlimited availability to
light.

Sturdy LED floodlight with high flexibility and numerous applications

Due to the flexible stand and built-in hook, the lamp can be placed in different positions to obtain the desired lighting
angle. As an extra feature, it has a built-in power bank with USB outlet to charge mobile devices. The housing is made of
sturdy die-casted aluminium and resistant to strokes, shocks and vibrations. The durable construction makes NOVA 2
CONNECT perfect for the demanding, rough working environment.

Why you should choose NOVA 2 CONNECT

Slim and compact design

https://colorex.co.nz/shop/products/hardware/led-work-lights/nova-2-connect-handheld-and-powe
rful-2000-lumen-floodlight/
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Powerful illumination up to 2000 lumen
Light dimmer function in 5 steps
Compatible with METABO / CAS battery system and all other 18 V/20 V battery packs by using SCANGRIP
CONNECTOR
Built-in power bank

The design of the NOVA 2 CONNECT is unique and covered by EU design patent RCD No 213346.

Specifications

Weight 0.72kg

Length 161.00mm

Width 164.00mm

Height 78.00mm

Lumens 2000

Light Source High efficiency COB LED

Beam Angle Main 110

Power source SCANGRIP CONNECT
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